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Opdracht

Leeruitkomsten

Analysering (general description) 

Before creating a professional product, the legal professional must

analyse the legal practice. Next, they must formulate the relevant

legal questions in support of their position in the case. The legal

professional must have adequate research skills, systematically

selecting and gathering relevant legal sources, such as legislation

and case law. Their analysis process should include the gathering,

selection, qualification and analysis of information on the practical

situation, the resulting relevant facts and legal sources. The legal

professional must complete all stages of this process in order to

deliver a satisfactory professional product. 

Advising (general description) 

After clarifying the legal question at hand, the legal professional

investigates the relevant facts, positions, interests, legal sources and

applicable legislation. Having analysed the situation, they then

provide a reasoned recommendation - either verbally or in writing - in

the appropriate format and terminology. Their considerations provide

insight into the underlying process and their understanding of

aspects such as customer friendliness, effectiveness, usability and

support. 

Comprehensive collaboration (general description) 

Working under supervision, the SLS student is able to collaborate on

complex but well-defined socio-legal practical assignments aimed at

addressing multiple issues in an integrated and systemic manner. 

 

Inhoud

This course provides an in depth introduction to the minor

International Law and relations. Topics of study are the development

of international organisations before 1919, the League of Nations,

the United Nations and the European Union, concentrating on their

history, functioning and institutional framework. The lectures will also

discuss Theories of International Relations and themes related to the

notion of progress in International Law. Furthermore, recent threats

to the post-1945 liberal world order, such as climate change, the

Ukraine crisis, international terrorism, the migrant crisis, the rise of

China, Brexit and the populist danger for democracy will be

addressed. 

By the end of the course students will write an essay based on the

topics above. 
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